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1954 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

1973 John E. Hales "During summer the
interior of the United States and northern
Mexico west of the Continental Divide
experience frequent intrusions of moist tropical
air. In the months of July and August the
greatest northward flux occurs. June and
September are transition months from spring to
summer and summer to falI, respectively.
During these months, particularly June, there is
a predominance of rather dry air-mass
conditions"--Introduction

1913 Ford Ashman Carpenter

1941 Final yearly issue includes index of
special articles. December through March
issues contain reports of snow and ice
conditions.

1968 Thomas B. McKee

1907 Maryland. Weather Service

2019-11-08 A.P. Dimri This book proposes a
unique and comprehensive integrated synthesis
of the current understanding of the science of
Himalayan dynamics and its manifestations on
physical systems and ecosystems at different
spatial and temporal scales. In particular, this
work covers relevant aspects of weather and
climate, paleoclimate, snow, glacier and

hydrology, ecology/forestry among other topics
associated with the Himalayas. It highlights the
role of the Himalayas in defining local to
regional to global scale impact on weather and
climate. It includes Himalayan impact on
defining physical basis of changing glacier
systems, permafrost melting/thawing, climate
variability, and hydrological balances. As a
result, this volume represents an important
synthesized overview both for environmental
and earth science researchers, and for policy
makers and stakeholders interested in the
physical and dynamical processes associated
with the Himalayan massif.

1891 New Jersey Weather Service. Board of
Directors

2015-01-01 Joanne Mattern This highly
informative and fascinating resource is filled
with information that explains precisely and
comprehensibly how weather and climate are
different yet also have an impact upon each
other. Eye-catching diagrams and pictures help
to illustrate the featured scientific concepts.
Readers will come to understand how weather
is formed, what affects the weather in different
parts of the Earth, how climate and weather
affect the way people live, and even how
people's actions (and inaction) may be
influencing Earth's changing climate and
weather.

1916 Australia. Bureau of Meteorology

2014-06-01 Sharon Callen The summer weather
watchers create a class weather chart to record
weather over one school week. It has been
sunny, cloudy, calm, breezy, windy, mild, warm,
and hot! The text features are photographs,
headings, labels, charts, diagrams, and
numerals.

1995-11-16 National Aviation Weather Services
Committee Each time we see grim pictures of
aircraft wreckage on a rain-drenched crash
site, or scenes of tired holiday travelers
stranded in snow-covered airports, we are
reminded of the harsh impact that weather can
have on the flying public. This book examines
issues that affect the provision of national
aviation weather services and related research
and technology development efforts. It also
discusses fragmentation of responsibilities and
resources, which leads to a less-than-optimal
use of available weather information and
examines alternatives for responding to this
situation. In particular, it develops an approach
whereby the federal government could provide
stronger leadership to improve cooperation and
coordination among aviation weather providers
and users.

1904

2002-03-11 Bart Geerts Climates and Weather
Explained is a comprehensive introduction to
the study of the atmosphere integrating
climatology and meteorology. Clear
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explanations of basic principles, concepts and
processes are supported by a wealth of highly
informative illustrations and a vast array of
case studies demonstrating the relevance of
weather and climate to everyday life. Focusing
particularly on the Southern hemisphere the
authors provide fresh insights into topical
environmental concerns from global warming
and natural hazards to sustainable global
population. The textbook is supplemented by a
unique interactive Student downloadable
resources containing entirely additional
material, for practical work and more advanced
study. Closely related to each chapter of the
book, the Student downloadable resources
features: * Over 170 extra 'Notes', 40
illustrations and tables. * Multiple choice, self-
assessment and practical exercises. * Extended
glossary and key word searching * Hypertext
presentation and extensive cross-referencing *
A gallery of meteorological photographs in full
colour A special Instructors' Resource Pack is
also available.

2012-04-10 Kathleen Sherman-Morris From
Hurricane Katrina to the Mississippi River
floods of 1927 and 2011, and from a high
temperature of 115 degrees Fahrenheit to a low
of -19, Mississippi has seen its share of weather
extremes. In fact, Mississippi's rainfall can be
described in terms of "feast or famine." Even
during the feast years, the rain may come at the
wrong time for farmers to plant crops or in
unwanted quantities. The Pearl River flood of

1979 is an example of too much rain falling
over a short period of time with disastrous
consequences. Mississippi Weather and Climate
explores some of the reasons behind these
extremes. The book begins with a look at the
factors that shape Mississippi's climate and
then moves into a discussion of normal weather
conditions. Three chapters take a closer look at
some of Mississippi's most dramatic weather.
Historical events including the Candlestick
Park tornado, Hurricanes Camille and Katrina,
and the ice storms of 1994 and 1998 are
described in more detail. The book details
Mississippi's past climate as well as its
projected climate and explores what the future
may hold for residents of the state. Finally, the
last two chapters reveal how the weather and
climate affect people, from the way homes were
built in Mississippi's early days and the types of
plants that thrive or die here to the way
weather information is collected and reported
in the form of a local TV weather forecast.
Mississippi Weather and Climate is a
fascinating look at the science behind the
weather and how natural events affect the
people and land in the Magnolia State.

2020-12-17 John D. Cox "Weather For Dummies
is probably the best book written for a general
audience about the subject." ―BILL GATES
Find out what's really going on when it seems
like the sky is falling with Weather For
Dummies What exactly is happening when the
wind blows, the clouds roll in, lightning flashes,

and rain pours down? How do hurricanes whip
into a frenzy, and where do tornadoes come
from? Why do seasonal conditions sometimes
vary so much from one year to the next? The
inner workings of the weather can be a
mystery, but Dummies can help. Packed with
dozens of maps, charts, and stunning
photographs of weather conditions, Weather
For Dummies brings the science of meteorology
down to earth, covering everything from
weather basics to cloud types, seasonal
differences, extreme weather events, climate
change, and beyond. You'll learn how to:
Predict the weather and prepare a forecast Use
common weather terminology like a pro
Identify different types of clouds Spot weather
conditions that can lead to storms, hurricanes,
tornadoes, and monsoons Observe fun weather
phenomena like lightning, rainbows, sundogs,
and haloes Talk about what impact weather has
on the global ecosystem Get a handle on smog,
the greenhouse effect, global warming, and
other climate issues Featuring clear
explanations and fun and easy activities you
can do at home, you'll be ready – rain or shine –
for the ever-changing skies above with Weather
For Dummies.

1904 Edwin Grant Dexter

1907 MARYLAND-WEATHER SERVICE

1994 Miriam Moss Discusses the
characteristics of summer weather around the
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world and describes the conditions that cause
it. Suggested level: junior, primary.

2007-09-01 Alvin Silverstein Examines the
changes in the atmosphere that produce
various weather phenomena and how weather
patterns over a period of time determine the
climates of the Earth's various regions.

1913 Ford Ashman Carpenter

2008-05-02 Gary Lockhart The Weather
Companion An Album of Meteorological
History, Science, Legend, and Folklore
Throughout history, as farmer, sailor, hunter,
and artist, humans have watched and worried
about the weather. We have devised ways to
observe it, to predict it, to protect ourselves
from it, to take advantage of it. It plays a major
role in the science and folklore of every culture.
Gary Lockhart's The Weather Companion is a
fascinating compendium of meteorological facts
and fables, from ancient myths to the latest
research, from the rain forests to the desert
regions. You'll learn about the meteorology of
Noah's flood; methods of forecasting; the
behavior of weather cycles; weather predictors
such as the thickness of corn husks, the height
of saw grass, and the behavior of animals;
weather prophets; and much more. Gary
Lockhart reveals what makes rain "smell," how
natural barometers work, and the long history
of weather fish, once kept to predict rain, and
revived during China's Cultural Revolution.

You'll even learn the best time to go fishing!
Beautifully illustrated, captivating and original,
The Weather Companion is a delightful
experience for all ages. Your skies and sunsets
will never be the same.

2005 Terry J. Jennings Weather and Climate is
a brand new series that explores what causes
our weather - why the world's weather is
constantly changing, why different countries
have different weather patterns, how
meteorologists forecast weather and the effect
the weather has on our lives. Atmosphere and
Weather looks at the importance of weather in
everyday life. It explains the role of the Sun in
the Earth's weather, where wind comes from,
how the water cycle works, what makes clouds
and rain and why the way we live may affect
the weather.

1955 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

1902 United States. Weather Bureau

1983 Henry M. Stommel Examines the
influence of the eruption of the Indonesian
volcano, Mount Tambora, on the weather
conditions in Europe and New England.

2009-05-16 Greg Zielinski Maine's varied
geography invites a variety of weather
conditions. But, as former Maine State
climatologist Gregory Zielinski proves, there's
much more to Maine's weather than that. Jet

stream, Gulf Stream, cold Canadian air masses,
ocean temperature, and much more contribute
to the challenges of predicting the weather
here. Find out what makes Maine's weather so
changeable - as well as endlessly fascinating.

1997 Mariners Weather Log contains articles,
news and information about marine weather
events and phenomenon, storms at sea,
weather forecasting, the NWS Voluntary
Observing Ship (VOS) Program, Port
Meteorological Officers (PMOs), cooperating
ships officers, and their vessels. It provides
meteorological information to the maritime
community, and contains a comprehensive
chronicle on marine weather. It recognizes
ships officers for their efforts as voluntary
weather observers, and allows NWS to maintain
contact with and communicate with over
10,000 shipboard observers (ships officers) in
the merchant marine, NOAA Corps, Coast
Guard, Navy, etc.

2017-09-19 Jennifer M. Collins "An outstanding
explanation of Florida weather and climate
processes and phenomena. A valuable read for
all residents of the Sunshine State who spend
time outdoors or on the water."—Jason C.
Senkbeil, University of Alabama "A unique and
detailed overview of Florida weather as it
relates to both small and large scale
atmospheric circulations. A must-read for those
interested in what makes Florida’s weather so
interesting."—Steven Lazarus, Florida Institute
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of Technology Florida is home to two of the
world’s major types of climate—tropical wet-dry
and humid subtropical. It ranks among the top
states for tornadoes and is more frequently
affected by lightning and thunderstorms than
any other state. Florida is vulnerable to fog,
drought, and wildfires. And it is notorious for
its most prominent natural event—the
hurricane. This book explores the conditions,
forces, and processes behind Florida’s
surprisingly varied and dynamic weather. The
authors discuss Florida’s location, landscape,

and population, as well as the position of the
sun and the importance of evaporation and
condensation. They explain the influence of
atmospheric circulation patterns such as the
Hadley Cell, the Coriolis force, and the
Bermuda-Azores High. They also describe the
qualities of cold, warm, stationary, and
occluded fronts and how they generate
precipitation and freezes. In addition to
revealing why severe weather systems and
phenomena like hail and lightning occur, the
book also reviews the procedures in place to
track and measure these events and warn

citizens in danger. Major weather incidents
from Florida’s history are narrated, including
often overlooked accidents caused by smoke
and fog. After showing how climate has
changed in the past, the authors look ahead to
what further climate change would mean for
the future. With many maps, helpful diagrams,
and clear explanations, this book is an
illuminating and accessible guide to Florida’s
dramatic weather and climate.

1996
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